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Memo
To:

Alexandra Vilela, James Madison University

From:

Dress Up Your Drink® campaign team, Oxford Industries, Inc.

Date:

December 3, 2013

Re:

Strategic Corporate Communications Campaign

Proposed is a marketing campaign on behalf of Oxford Industries, Inc. and its subsidiary,
Lilly Pulitzer®, to increase its corporate social responsibility. In addition to promoting awareness
of the ethical business practices employed by Oxford Industries, Inc., the basis of the campaign
revolves around the slogan, Dress Up Your Drink®, supported by a newly developed and limited
edition blue-colored print, making the products associated with the campaign easily recognizable
by consumers.
The specifics of this campaign include the creation of an original blue print; a
personalized Facebook and Twitter page dedicated to the Dress Up Your Drink® campaign with a
detailed description of the charitable cause (charity: water) Oxford Industries, Inc. will be
donating to; Lilly Pulitzer® products that carry the original blue print to be sold at Lilly Pulitzer®
franchises (twenty percent of the proceeds will be donated to charity: water); and materials to
educate constituents about the campaign on the internet.
The campaign will also stress the importance of communicating with constituents by the
means of a Lilly Pulitzer® blog site, in addition to several press releases from Oxford Industries,
Inc. providing constituents with necessary, news-worthy information so as to promote the
corporate brand.
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Situation Analysis
Introduction
Lilly Pulitzer® is an iconic, high-quality fashion line and lifestyle brand that began with
its namesake in 1959. According to the Lilly Pulitzer “Our Story” feature on the company Web
site, Ms. Pulitzer began making the colorful shift dresses to cover stains on her clothing while
she worked at her juice stand in Palm Beach, Florida (Lilly Pulitzer Official Web site, 2013). Ms.
Pulitzer soon was selling more dresses than juice, and became president of Lilly Pulitzer, Inc. by
the end of the year. The brand reached national fame when Jacqueline Kennedy began to tote the
shift dresses in the early 1960’s (Solomon, 2013). According to an article in Elle Magazine, Lilly
Pulitzer quickly became the style staple of the preppy elite and featured the Vanderbilt and
Rockefeller families in the company’s advertisements. It opened its menswear line in the late
1960s, and subsequently launched a sportswear line that failed in the early 1980s, causing the
company to file for bankruptcy (Solomon, 2013).

Brand Revival
Sugartown Worldwide purchased Lilly Pulitzer in 1993 followed by a surge in popularity
in part due to the character Charlotte York in HBO’s Sex and The City (Lilly Pulitzer Official
Web site, 2013). Ms. Pulitzer was no longer involved in the financial running of the company,
but served as the creative director for the brand. Under new leadership, Lilly Pulitzer branched
out into selling bedding and stationary, and launched 16 retail stores, as well as an online web
site, which accounts for forty-five percent of its direct-to-consumer sales (Merced, 2010). The
company also sells products through upscale department stores and Lilly Pulitzer® “via”
locations. In 2010, Sugartown Worldwide was sold to Oxford Industries for $60 Million Dollars
(Merced, 2010).
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Current Operations
Oxford Industries, Inc. is an international apparel company with revenue of
approximately $886 Million specializing in upscale lifestyle brands (NY Times Stock Portfolio,
2013). Oxford’s portfolio includes brands such as Tommy Bahama®, Ben Sherman®, Lanier
Clothes®, and Lilly Pulitzer®. According to Oxford’s Quarter 1 report in 2013 the brand
generated $11 Million in profit for Oxford Industries in 2013 with expected sales to surpass $200
Million (Quarterly Report, 2013).

Brand Identity
Part of the Lilly Pulitzer’s brand identity lies in the motto that “colors affect people’s
moods,” and that, “it’s always sunny somewhere” (Lilly Pulitzer Official Web site, 2013). The
bright colors and eclectic prints have been a style sensation for the preppy elite since the brand’s
inception, and it has since gained an almost cult-like following mainly concentrated on the east
coast. According to the Oxford Industries Web site, Lilly Pulitzer® is a brand with a “multigenerational” approach that targets three distinct female groups: recent college graduates, young
mothers and daughters, and women not tied to an academic calendar that are likely to travel
(Oxford Industries, 2013). In this way, Lilly Pulitzer is able to reach several cohorts and
demographic groups.
It is very much a full-price brand and only features two sales during the end of the
summer and winter seasons. Because of its selective retail locations, many fans of the brand will
purchase items from the “Via” store not officially linked with Lilly Pulitzer (Oxford Industries,
2013). In addition, the brand has become a popular status symbol among college-aged women,
especially those affiliated with Greek organizations. The company colors are bright pink and
green with a palm tree logo (Lilly Pulitzer Official Web site, 2013). Since it is a part of Oxford
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Industries’ brand portfolio, Lilly Pulitzer and the parent organization have a very similar
corporate identity, although Oxford is presented as slightly more straight-laced. Oxford opts for a
neutral blue color scheme, a serif font logo, and seems to be all inclusive of its four main brands.
It has several target audiences ranging from Lilly Pulitzer’s fashion-forward women, to the
affluent middle-aged men who are consumers of Tommy Bahama® (Oxford Industries, 2013).

Current and Past Corporate Social Responsibility
As stated under the “sustainability” section of the Oxford Industries Web site, the
corporation is “committed to taking reasonable steps to minimize the environmental impact of
our business activities” (Oxford Industries, 2013). However, there is no further information
given, and upon a search of the corporation there is no clear involvement or press releases that
detail any corporate social responsibility and activity. The organization does have a foundation
set up in the company name, Oxford Foundation, with the primary focus of “human and
community services and education,” and to a lesser extent, the supporting of public affairs in the
form of matching donations of its employees, and grants to the United Way. Grants and
foundation involvement are strictly limited to communities in which employees of the company
live and work, and the organization requesting funds must be located in a city where Oxford
Industries has a facility. There is no mention on the main web site of any specific responsible or
philanthropic practices by any of the company’s subsidiaries (Oxford Industries, 2013).
Lilly Pulitzer®, as a brand, does not have any mention of its business ethics, aside from
the fact that prints are designed in-house. According to a message from the Lilly Pulitzer
Distribution Team (on the company’s Facebook page), the brand has manufacturing facilities in
South America and the Far East, but no further information about the manufacturing process is
provided (Lilly Pulitzer Facebook, 2009). While Oxford Industries cites Lilly Pulitzer as one of
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the company’s subsidiaries, the official brand web site does not make a mention of Lilly’s parent
company, thus there seems to be a disconnect between corporation and brand (Oxford Industries,
2013).
To celebrate the company’s 50th Anniversary, Lilly Pulitzer created the A Colorful
Cause® campaign in 2009, featuring nine celebrity print designers such as Brooke Shields and
Debra Messing. Each celebrity designed his or her own line of “mommy and me” products that
were sold as part of the summer collection (Lilly Pulitzer Official Web Site, 2013). Fifteen
percent of the proceeds from this collection were to be donated to The Epidermolysis Bullosa
Medical Research Foundation, a foundation that supports research for a rare skin disease
affecting young children and adults (Sayen, 2009). According to the blogosphere, the campaign
was not successful because of a lack of integration; one blogger found the cause-related
marketing campaign was confusing to consumers who were unable to tell that the celebrity
products were actually benefiting a charity (Jones, 2009). Jones also states that the charity was
obscure and there were very few marketing pushes to publicize the campaign.
In late 2012, Lilly Pulitzer again tried a cause-related marketing campaign that consisted
of a scarf and bag set with custom prints to represent autism awareness and MitoAction (Lilly
Pulitzer Philanthropy, 2013). Again, the brand chose semi-obscure foundations to choose to
donate to. In addition, the official web site does not state what percentage of profits were
contributed to the charities and the items are no longer available for purchase. Overall, there is a
lack of integration between Oxford Industries, the Lilly Pulitzer® brand, and the company’s
philanthropic or responsibility efforts.
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Competition
According to Yahoo! Finance, Oxford Industries main competitors include the
corporations that are in possession of several other lifestyle brands such as Ralph Lauren®, J.
Crew®, and Haggar Clothing Company®. With the exception of J. Crew®, a majority of these
brands are targeted towards the affluent male and include smaller sections for women (Yahoo!,
2013). Upscale department stores could also be considered competition for the corporation,
however, these stores tend to carry Oxford products in their retail locations. Competition for the
Lilly Pulitzer® brand is heavily focused on affluent lifestyle brands targeted toward the upper
middle class female. These brands would include clothing lines such as J. Crew, Ralph Lauren,
Kate Spade, and Vineyard Vines. According to the primary research conducted, in terms of
accessories brands, Vera Bradley, Kate Spade, Tory Burch, and Coach would be among the
brand’s top competition. Lilly Pulitzer has a unique edge over a majority of the competition in
that they are one of the few brands to successfully offer both apparel and accessories that sell
equally well.

Chosen Partnership
For the purpose of this campaign, it is recommended that Oxford Industries, through the
Lilly Pulitzer® brand, partner with the nonprofit organization, charity: water. Charity: water is a
501(c)(3) organization and was founded in 2008. The organization aims to bring clean and safe
drinking water to people in developing nations (Charity: Water, 2013).
According to the NPO’s corporate web site, there are about 800 million people in the
world, or one out of every nine people, without access to clean drinking water. With just about
twenty dollars, charity: water is able to fund a clean water project in villages around the world,
such as freshwater wells, rainwater catchments and sand filters (charity: water, 2013). One
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hundred percent of charity: water’s profits go directly to funding clean water projects; the
company even reimburses donors for credit card fees paid online (charity: water, 2013). The
organization also cites that through basic business practices the company is able to empower
women in developing nations by freeing up time spent searching for water and providing
opportunity for women to earn extra income (charity: water, 2013).
The Dress Up Your Drink® campaign is focused on creating a strong, tangible connection
between the Lilly Pulitzer® brand and environmental responsibility. By partnering with an
organization that not only provides water as a sustainable resource throughout the world, but also
saves lives and empowers women, Oxford Industries will be able to position itself as a
corporation that is both eco-friendly and “people” friendly.

Primary Research
Method of Primary Research and Rationale
To gain insight on the perception of the Lilly Pulitzer® brand among college students
(ages 17-23), two surveys were sent out to a sample of this demographic at James Madison
University. Both surveys were conducted through Survey Monkey and distributed through various
social media platforms (i.e. Facebook, Twitter). The surveys approach was chosen over other
possible research options due to the straightforward method of collecting data from a specific,
yet large audience sample, as well as for the ease of compiling statistics for internal review.
Surveys also prompt students to answer more honestly than in a focus group with a sense of
anonymity. Although focus groups tend to be effective, that approach was dismissed for various
reasons. Unlike surveys, focus groups bring a group of individuals together to express opinions
openly in a roundtable discussion format. Some students are inclined to lie about their views and
opinions on a topic based on what their peers’ thoughts are, which would provide “tainted”
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information for internal use. The same idea can be applied to personal interviews – there is more
objectivity when one is put on the spot. Personal interviews would also limit the sample size, due
to the inability to reach as many individuals as that of a survey.
The survey conducted by the Dress Up Your Drink® campaign team was effective in that
students reported his or her honest opinions on the topics presented, and a variety of responses
were received for each question asked.

Period of Data Collection and Description of Sample
The two surveys mentioned above were given to students at James Madison University,
ranging from ages 17 to 23. One hundred female students were surveyed over the period of a
week, from October 14 to October 21, 2013. The survey was distributed as a link on different
personal, and organizational, Facebook pages, as previously mentioned, which allowed for a
very diverse sample of females, as shown through the responses given in the survey (see
Appendix I). Although the females surveyed shared many qualities, including the university they
attend, there were many differences observed, such as consumer spending behavior, brand
preferences, social media tendencies, news consumption frequency, and overall opinions on the
importance of a corporation’s social responsibility.
The second survey was given to both male and female students at James Madison
University. This allowed for a wider variety of perceptions from both sexes, since the first survey
was given strictly to females. The distribution of the survey was done in the same manner as the
first: through a link posted on various organizational Facebook and Twitter pages, also for the
same time duration. Students were able to freely write their responses in the designated question
boxes, as opposed to being limited to choosing pre-selected answers, as in the first multiple
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choice-styled survey. Students’ views on the Lilly Pulitzer® brand were somewhat similar across
the board, which was helpful to the cultivation of the campaign (see Appendix II).

Analysis of Survey
According to the results of Survey #1, 94 percent of the students surveyed had heard of
Lilly Pulitzer. In addition, 74 percent of the students felt it is very important (rated at a four or
five on a five-point importance scale) for businesses to have sustainable business practices. This
shows that, if advertised well, students may participate in the Dress Up Your Drink® campaign
because it coincides with the topic of sustainable business practices, which many found
important.
However, 60 percent of students surveyed had never made a purchase from Lilly Pulitzer.
According to survey results, 50 percent of the females claimed that the reason for not purchasing
Lilly Pulitzer® products is due to having only a discretionary spending of $0-100 a month. The
average Lilly® product can cost anywhere between $80-400 (depending on the desired product
category) (Lilly Pulitzer Official Web Site, 2013). If the majority of the target audience only has a
maximum of $100 set aside to spend on “leisure items,” including Lilly® products, the campaign
must be tailored in accordance to the monetary limitations possessed by the target audience.
On the other hand, 40 percent of the girls surveyed who do shop at Lilly make purchases
primarily from the “accessories” category. Accessories at Lilly Pulitzer are more inexpensive
than any other product category, costing on average $28-110 (Lilly Pulitzer Official Web Site,
2013). Therefore, it would be a prudent business decision to focus the Dress Up Your Drink®
campaign products on accessories because of the affordability to the target audience.
Overall, the vast majority of students have heard of Lilly Pulitzer, and care about
sustainable business practices. Therefore, most students would take an interest in the Dress Up
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Your Drink® campaign, which will aid in Oxford’s philanthropic objective of helping the less
fortunate in a positive way.
As for Survey #2, students were able to respond based on their own personal perception
of the Lilly Pulitzer® brand. Based on a word analysis of the data collected, word patterns were
discovered such as “preppy,” “expensive,” and “sorority girl.” These words tie in with the
company’s objective as being a classier, elite brand. For the Dress Up Your Drink® campaign, it
would be wise to market to the so-called “sorority girl,” based on the demographics’ interest in
the Lilly® brand and the influence they have on the James Madison University campus (over 12
percent of females, or 2,400 students, are in a sorority) (James Madison University Fraternity
and Sorority Life, 2013). It is apparent that males and females at James Madison University
notice “sorority girls;” therefore, a plausible assumption to make would be that if these females
showed an interest in the Dress Up Your Drink® campaign others would take notice and
potentially participate in the campaign, as well.

Target Audience
“Ladies Who Lunch”
According to the Oxford Industries Web site, one of Lilly Pulitzer’s target demographics
are affluent young mothers. Based on a PRIZM lifestyle analysis, the category that most fits this
description is the “Winner’s Circle.” The women in this group are typically white, between the
ages of 30-50, and have a household income of over $100,000 (Nielsen, 2013). They shop at Ann
Taylor, Bloomingdales, and drive Mercedes-Benz. This group likes to surround their homes with
signs of affluence such as health clubs, upscale malls, and country clubs (Nielsen, 2013). These
types of women live on the fringes of urban areas and enjoy the perks of the suburbs. According
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to PRIZM, one of the highest concentrations of this type of demographic is in notoriously
wealthy Loudon County, Virginia.
The “Ladies Who Lunch” can be classified as “Innovators” and “Strivers” on the VALS
scale. Strivers are style-focused, trendy, and fun-loving. According to VALS they favor
purchases that display their wealth, even though they usually can’t afford it. Money defines their
success, and they often look for the short-cut to get there. They feel that success is due to “good
luck” as opposed to hard work. They also feel entitled because they think that “life isn’t fair.”
This is a result of having higher expectations than what they are capable of accomplishing. In
general, a strivers’ behavior is a result of a victimized mentality. Innovators, on the other hand,
are successful and sophisticated individuals who have high self esteem and abundant resources
(SBI, 2009-2013). The VALS Web site also states that image is important to innovators as a
display of personality and taste and they are often seen as emerging leaders. Innovators
understand subtle differences and complexity and see and have a more global perspective than
other consumer groups. They are abstract thinkers who lead rich and varied lives. They often
have the money to keep up with the latest technology and prefer having options that make their
lives easier.
These categories of VALS coincide with the Lilly Pulitzer® brand image because the
brand actively promotes the concept of being “fun loving” and showcasing “personality” in their
prints. Since their items are often quite pricey, the wearer can typically be assumed to be
wealthy, which is appealing for both strivers and innovators. Innovators’ open-mindedness is
also appealing for the campaign being that its effects have a global reach extending all the way to
the people in Africa.

“Co-ed Queens and Social Scenes”
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The second potential target demographic for Lilly Pulitzer is the “co-ed queens and social
scenes.” Based on primary research, these young women are college students between the ages
of 17 and 24 and have a monthly spending income on leisure items of $100 or under. The “CoEd Queens and Social Scenes” are involved in campus activities, and actively use social media.
Of the forty percent that frequently purchase Lilly Pulitzer items, they tend to purchase
accessories and lower priced items that can be used every day in order to denote status (see Fig.
6).
Based on VALS analysis, the “Co-ed Queens and Social Scenes” target demographic
would be considered “Survivors” and “Experiencers.” According to the VALS Web site,
Survivors are those with few resources available. When discussing the women themselves, they
are likely to have low resources because they spend less than $100 on leisure items a month.
They cannot afford to take risks and are often cautious and thrifty in their purchasing behavior.
They are brand-loyal, but only buy what’s necessary. The majority of survivors are mature and
traditional and typically live their lives from a day-to-day basis. Despite their lack of resources,
they are warm-hearted and grateful and appreciate everything that they have. Experiencers, as
stated by VALS, are avid consumers who spend a considerable amount of their income on
fashion, entertainment, and socializing. They place emphasis on having material goods and
sophisticated appearances and typically buy products that increase sociability and entertainment
(SBI, 2009-2013). Many experiencers are recent college grads who move back home and have
unappealing jobs just to save money and pay back loans. However, they are among the most
optimistic of the consumer groups, have high-energy, are assertive and impulsive. They are very
confident and risk-takers because at this point in their lives, they don’t have much to lose. The
majority are up-to-date on their technology possessions and are always keeping track on their
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friends and social lives. For the purposes of this campaign, the selected target audience will be
the “Co-Ed Queens and Social Scenes.”

SWOT Analysis
Strengths
The primary strength of the Lilly Pulitzer® brand is the dedicated and brand loyal
consumer base. Lilly Pulitzer takes pride in making high-quality clothing, which tends to draw in
an elite, upper class group of individuals. Aside from pleasing the elites, Lilly also has made a
distinct presence in Greek life. The “Lilly look” is a popular and trendy style for many college
sorority girls (see Appendix II). Based on team observation, Lilly has a very high presence in
several social media outlets (i.e. Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter), as well as high consumer
involvement (i.e. The Sorority Print Contest and The College Career Contest, etc). Lilly also has
a high response rate (quick feedback on Facebook), which connects back to Lilly’s superb
customer service (Lilly Pulitzer Official Web site, 2013).

Weaknesses
The weaknesses of Lilly Pulitzer® are that the current target audience is college females
ages 17-23 and often do not have a high disposable income, unlike the elites, that typically wear
the Lilly brand (see Appendix I). In return these females may not be as inclined to act
philanthropically, hence making the Lilly Pulitzer Dress Up Your Drink® campaign difficult to
implement on college campuses. The Lilly brand also has a stereotypical image and brand
persona in which those who wear Lilly clothing are seen as stuck-up, wealthy, or the “typical
sorority girl” (see Appendix II).

Opportunities
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The opportunities for Lilly Pulitzer would be to promote corporate responsibility and get
college-aged students involved in spreading the word of Lilly’s philanthropic endeavor. The
program also provides an opportunity for the Lilly Pulitzer image to be transformed from its
existing uptight and snooty image to a more caring and philanthropic image. As stated
previously, Lilly Pulitzer has a great presence on several social media platforms, therefore, it
would not be difficult to get the word out on the campaign, considering the projected target
audience (college-aged females) mainly thrive on social media for almost all of their information
on a company (see Appendix I). College students are extremely active on social media, therefore,
many designs, blogs, quotes, etc. can be shared on user profiles (i.e. Twitter background image
of a Lilly print, Lilly “hashtags,” and sharing Lilly’s blog posts on Facebook).
Another opportunity Lilly Pulitzer can utilize is college visits. Students are very
interested in anything free (big or small), therefore, Lilly can give out “freebies” with the
campaign slogan printed on said “freebie” items to entice students to get involved in the
campaign. The brand is largely based on “style setters” showcasing trends, which in return can
be used to capitalize on new Lilly items or product launches.

Threats
The threats for the client are the (less expensive) competing brands. For example, Vera
Bradley has a similar design and style as Lilly Pulitzer, yet Vera products are around 20-30%
cheaper than Lilly products (Vera Bradley Official Web Site, 2013). A second threat is the
aforementioned lack of disposable income from our target market. Lilly Pulitzer also possesses a
very small and unique market made of up mostly affluent elite, leading the company to appeal to
this niche market rather than appeal to a wide variety of individuals (see Appendix I).
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Communication Objectives
1. To increase awareness of Lilly Pulitzer’s involvement in charitable causes at James
Madison University by 25 percent by May 30, 2014. The Lilly Pulitzer brand currently
has no successful corporate social responsibility campaigns and through the campaigns
primary research it was found that 77 percent of the target audience believes that
corporate social responsibility is important for companies. By associating the Lilly
Pulitzer brand with the environment and donating 20 percent of the proceeds, students
will have a better outlook on the company.
2. To decrease the presence of the negative stereotype associated with people that wear
or own Lilly Pulitzer brand items by students at James Madison University by 10
percent by May 30, 2013. Through the primary research surveys it was noted that people
associate Lilly Pulitzer with being expensive and only worn by “sorority girls.” Through
this campaign one of the main goals will be to decrease this stereotype and have students
associate Lilly Pulitzer with corporate social responsibility.
3. To increase interest in helping provide clean drinking water to people in developing
nations at James Madison University by 15 percent by May 30, 2014. The campaign
will not only focus on improving the image of Lilly Pulitzer, but also improve the
awareness of the issue of drinking water in developing nations. Not all students may be
aware of the issues abroad and this campaign will provide a way for charity: water to get
its message across a vast student body.
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Themes
The chosen theme is Dress Up Your Drink® based off of Lilly Pulitzer’s commonly used
motto “Life’s a party, Dress like it!” The design chosen includes concepts from both the charity:
water organization as well as the Lilly Pulitzer® brand. Colors include different shades of blue,
yellow and black. The shades of blue represent the water in the background of the design. They
reflect the Lilly Pulitzer® brand’s style in its designs for its different types of products (i.e.
dresses, headbands, etc.) The design is fun and catchy, just like Lilly Pulitzer® items. The yellow
and black represent the charity: water organization and can be seen “floating” throughout the
“water.” The creator of the design took an image from the charity’s logo itself and used it in the
team’s design for the campaign. The design will be seen on all of the water bottles that will be
sold to create consistency. It will represent the identity of the campaign and be a way for people
to recognize individual pieces of the campaign.

Creative Works and Strategies
Graphic Print
Developed in-house by Lilly Pulitzer. To be used on all products associated with the Dress Up
Your Drink® campaign.
Message: The graphic print is the main piece in delivering the message. It is the identity of the
campaign. It integrates both brands under one theme and is an indicator to the target audience
which items are involved with the campaign. This piece will reach beyond the target audience
and will represent the brands to the general public. More specifically, the print is fun and
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showcases personality, both of which are important to the target audience (according to VALS).
This target audience likes to display wealth and success, and owning a print associated with Lilly
Pulitzer is a good way to do so since its items are on the higher end of the money spectrum.
Media: The graphic print reflects a water motif and includes the logo of charity: water. All
media tied to the campaign will be designed to match and coordinate with this print (Twitter
background, color schemes, etc).

Dress Up Your Drink® Products
Products to be sold on the Lilly Pulitzer® site, at “Via” locations, etc. Associated with the Dress
Up Your Drink® campaign. Twenty percent of profits made from these products will be sent to
charity: water on a monthly basis.
Message: The point of the Dress Up Your Drink® campaign’s products are not only to raise
money for charity: water, but to raise awareness amongst Lilly Pulitzer customers and other
constituents. All of the products will have the same graphic design, as mentioned earlier, to
create consistency and link the company with the charity. The products will display a positive
message to the public; that Lilly Pulitzer is a big company who is socially responsible and
satisfies an altruistic duty.
Plan for Evaluation: The plan for evaluating the effectiveness of the Dress Up Your Drink®
products is relatively simple: do an analysis of the number of products sold at James Madison
University in the 1st Quarter (January 2014 - March 2014) of the fiscal year. Not only will this
allow the staff to see whether or not the target audience research was correct, but it will also
enable the staff to measure the state of appeal among college females at James Madison
University for the campaign’s design and purpose.

Lilly Pulitzer® Blog Post
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Written from Lilly Pulitzer’s point of view. Audience = consumers of the Lilly Pulitzer® brand
(women). Written to appeal to older women demographic who spend more time on blogs
(themes: help others, appeal to maternal instinct, etc.).
Message: The blog post will be most effective in reaching the younger target audience, “Co-ed
Queens and Social Scenes.” According to PRIZM, this segment can be found using most social
media web sites. By partnering with charity: water, Lilly Pulitzer will be able to use the blog
post to update readers with campaign information, and insight as to how well it is progressing.
This should personalize the campaign with real stories and provide transparency for the audience
so consumers know where their money is going.
Media: Lilly Pulitzer will implement a blog designed to be informational with the success of the
campaign. The blog will feature exactly how the money raised translates to cleaner water in
developing countries.
Plan for Evaluation: The campaign staff will be able to measure the reach of the Lilly Pulitzer®
blog post by the means of Google Analytics. With this free software program, the staff can see
the number of visitors to the blog site (old and new), while also being able to see what content
appealed the most to the readers. Using this information, the staff will be able to better tailor
future content to be published on the blog. The comments section will also provide valuable
insight for the staff, as they normally portray the constituents’ honest opinion. Having this twoway forum for conversation is very beneficial to the campaign’s objectives, and future, since it
will allow us to see how the campaign will fare based off the current consumer perception.

Lilly Pulitzer® Twitter Page
Managed by campaign team. 2-3 tweets/day. Appeal to both older and younger demographic.
Publicize the brand, the campaign, and forum for conversation.
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Message: The Twitter page will also be effective in reaching the younger target audience, “Coed Queens and Social Scenes.” The older segment, “Ladies who Lunch,” are also commonly
found on online social web sites. According to PRIZM, these women are between the ages of 18
and 24 and can be found using most social media web sites. The point of Twitter is “the
maintenance of connected presence and a sense of communion among a network,” (Miller,
2011). Once a digital network is formed, it will be easy to get quick messages out to followers
and send links to longer messages, such as the blog, press release or FAQ page. According to
VALS, this target group enjoys spending time socializing and in today’s digital world, Twitter,
as well as all other social media, are great ways to remain socially connected.
Media: The targeted audiences of “Ladies Who Lunch” and “Co-ed Queens and Social Scenes”
are very present online. The Twitter platform allows these consumers to “favorite” and “retweet”
promotional materials regarding the campaign, creating conversations with consumers and wordof-mouth publicity. By “favoriting” and “retweeting,” consumers are creating links to Lilly and
the charity, which are very important in today’s online market. Links are seen as
recommendations from other trusted people in one’s social network. The more “linking,” the
more credibility Lilly Pulitzer will have.
Plan for Evaluation: Twitter, being one of the most prevalent of social media platforms, is one
of the most effective methods to reach the targeted audience for the Dress Up Your Drink®
campaign. It’s “retweet,” “favorite,” “followers” and “following” insights that are openly
provided for all to see will be the primary method of evaluating the effectiveness and reach of
the content “tweeted.” Although not everyone is an active social media user, a majority of people
from all demographics are on social media and consuming the information that is published.
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Based off the gradual increase or decrease in numbers for the various insights, the campaign staff
will be able to tailor the campaign for the consumers, as needed.

Press Release
Written from Oxford Industries’ point of view. Informs constituents, shareholders of new CSR
campaign.
Message: The team chose this form of media because it is relatively inexpensive and a great way
to gain visibility in the market. Press releases are also a good way to reach more than just the
target audience as people are inclined to always have an interest in news.
Media: The press release will be used as a traditional media strategy. It will inform possible
consumers who are not already involved with Lilly Pulitzer. The press release is a cost-effective
strategy and will widen the campaign’s reach.
Plan for Evaluation: Press releases are used to pitch stories to the media with the hopes that
reporters will pick up the beat and report on the campaign. The only true method to measure the
effectiveness of this media strategy is by avidly monitoring the news through a number of
different software programs. Based off the number of stories that are produced about the
campaign, campaign staff will manually sort them by tone (negative, positive or neutral) and by
the type of article that is published (feature, news, blog, etc.). Based off this analysis, the
campaign staff will be able to understand the public’s perception of the campaign, and will be
able to effectively alter the campaign, if possible.

FAQ Page/Media Kit
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Assembled by Oxford Industries, to be sent to shareholders, media, internally - educates public,
media on campaign, purpose of campaign, expected impact, etc.
Message: Charity: water is known for its transparent business model, and the Lilly Pulitzer®
brand knows that consumers want transparency. The purpose of the media kit is to help keep the
campaign as transparent as possible by answering any and all questions that consumers have.
The FAQ page/media kit will be reviewed internally, as well as by a member of the charity:
water staff to ensure that all information is accurate and timely.
Media: The FAQ page/media kit on the Lilly Web site will keep the project transparent, by
focusing on openly and honestly answering main questions or concerns regarding the campaign.
Plan for Evaluation: Since the FAQ page/media kit will be a part of the Oxford Industries and
Lilly Pulitzer Web sites, the campaign staff will be able to use Google Analytics to monitor site
traffic to and from the FAQ page/media kit. This will be one of the staple methods of
communicating the hard facts to consumers and other constituents, as it will rarely change,
unless necessary.

Budget
Dress Up Your Drink® Campaign Budget Proposal - 1Q
Line Item

Cost

Products
Social Media
Traditional Media
In-store
Misc. Funds
TOTAL:

$
$
$
$
$
$

40,571.40
500.00
300.00
2,600.00
3,029.00
47,000.40

Products
Line Item

Quantity

Cost
Acrylic Cups*
2,400 $
8,088.00
2,400 acrylic cups with the Dress Up Your Drink® design - to be sold at James Madison
University
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Scarf*
2,400 $ 11,400.00
2,400 scarves with the Dress Up Your Drink® design - to be sold at James Madison
University
Wallet/Card holder*
2,400 $ 19,080.00
2,400 wallet/card holders with the Dress Up Your Drink® design - to be sold at James
Madison University

Social Media
Line Item

Cost
Facebook
$
500.00
To be used to "promote" posts through the campaign's Facebook
Twitter
$
No budget required - handled internally
Blog
$
No budget required - handled internally

Traditional Media
Line Item
Lilly Pulizter® catalog advertisements
No budget required - handled internally
Press Release
No budget required - handled internally
FAQ page/Media Kit
No budget required - handled internally

Cost
$

-

$

-

$

-

In-store
Line Item
Banners**
$
Promotional banners to be used as in-store advertising
Posters**
$
Promotional posters to be used as in-store advertising

Cost
2,000.00
600.00

Misc. Funds
Potential Line Items
Travel to James Madison University

$

2,000.00

Additional banners, in-store promotional items

$

1,029.00

*estimates provided by Crestline
**estimates provided by Global Printing
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Charity: water will receive the primary benefits from the campaign. The donations made
by Lilly Pulitzer will help it work to achieve its goal of purifying water in developing nations.
Next are the Lilly Pulitzer® and Oxford Industries brands. They will gain numerous benefits from
the campaign. First and foremost, brand awareness will significantly increase, especially across
college campuses where philanthropies may be popular amongst sororities and Greek life in
general. The two will also have the opportunity to build a better relationship by becoming more
engaged with one another through the entirety of the campaign. This should encourage a longer
lasting relationship that goes beyond the length of the campaign. By associating itself with the
charity, Lilly Pulitzer will also minimize the overall stereotypical image of being stuck-up,
wealthy, or the “typical sorority girl.” Finally, Lilly Pulitzer customers, in general, will benefit
from the campaign. Customers are happy when they know that their purchases are going towards
a greater cause, such as charity: water. Their “guilty pleasure” is satisfied and the guiltiness they
may have felt when making the expensive purchase potentially fades away knowing that it’s
going towards a good cause.
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Executive Summary
Current Operations
Oxford Industries, Inc. is an international apparel company that owns the Lilly Pulitzer®
brand, along with many other clothing lines. The Lilly Pulitzer® brand, alone, is projected to
make about $200 Million in 2013.

Brand Identity
The brand identity of Lilly comes from its motto that “colors affects people’s mood” and
that, “it’s always sunny somewhere.” Therefore, the brand uses bright colors and intricate prints
that have been worn by the elite since the brand’s conception.

Competition
The main competing brands for the same audiences are Ralph Lauren®, J. Crew®, and
Haggar Clothing Company®. While these brands are targeted toward the same social class, most
of them are targeted more toward the male population, having only small selections for women,
which provides Lilly Pulitzer with a sizeable opportunity to target to the upper class woman.

Partnership
Due to the lack of corporate social responsibility performed by Oxford Industries in the
past, for this campaign, the Lilly Pulitzer® brand will partner with charity: water. The
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organization aims to bring fresh and clean drinking water to those in developing nations. It is a
unique organization because one hundred percent of the donations received go toward providing
and implementing clean water projects. With this partnership, Lilly Pulitzer will be able to
establish itself as environmentally friendly and caring brand.

Primary Research
Two surveys were given to students at James Madison University, with ages ranging
from 17 to 23. The first was distributed to females using a variety of social media platforms (e.g.
Facebook, Twitter). The sample differed in consumer spending behaviors, brand preferences,
social media tendencies, news consumption frequency, and overall opinions on how important it
is for a corporation to implement a corporate social responsibility program.
The second survey was more general and was given to male and female students at James
Madison University. Students were able to write their own responses instead of choosing from a
pre-determined set of options.
Ninety-four percent of students surveyed in Survey #1 had heard of Lilly Pulitzer and 77
percent said they believed corporate social responsibility to be important. With this information,
it is clear that improving on the brand’s social responsibility will also improve positive
perceptions of the brand and of Oxford Industries.
Sixty percent of the females surveyed do not shop at Lilly Pulitzer while over half of the
students surveyed only had a discretionary income between $0-100. Most of the Lilly Pulitzer®
products range from $80-400, so it is important for this campaign to market a smaller, relatively
inexpensive accessory product that would appeal to the target market.
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The second survey produced information about students’ perception of Lilly Pulitzer.
Words that were used the most were “preppy,” “expensive,” and “sorority girl.” Using this
information, the campaign will focus on marketing toward the “sorority girl.”

Target Audience
“Ladies Who Lunch”
According to Oxford Industries Web site, one of the brand’s target demographics are
affluent young mothers. Based on PRIZM analysis, the best category for this is the “Winner’s
Circle.” The women in this category are white, between the ages of 30-50, and have an income
of over $100,000. The “Ladies Who Lunch” are classified as “Innovators” and “Strivers” on the
VALS scale. They are focused, trendy and fun-loving, and favor purchases that show off their
wealth.
“Co-ed Queens and Social Scenes”
The second target audience is college students between the ages of 17-24, according to
the audience research. They have a monthly spending income of under $100, are involved in
campus activities and use social media. They are “Survivors” and “Experiencers,” based on
VALS.

Theme
The theme for this corporate social responsibility campaign is Dress Up Your Drink®,
based off the Lilly Pulitzer motto, “Life’s a party, dress like it!” The chosen design includes
concepts from charity: water and Lilly Pulitzer®. The logo of charity: water is used on the waterthemed design and will be placed on Lilly Pulitzer® water bottles to promote both the charity and
the brand.

Creative works, Message and Media Strategy
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The Dress Up Your Drink® campaign will use new media (Twitter and a blog), in
combination with a traditional press release. The press release will be written and distributed by
Oxford Industries to inform constituents, shareholders and consumers of the Lilly Pulitzer® brand
of its new corporate social responsibility and partnership with charity: water.
A graphic print will be developed in-house to be used on all products associated with the
Dress Up Your Drink® campaign. This will be the most effective approach in delivering the
Dress Up Your Drink® message, and will be the primary focus of the campaign. The Dress Up
Your Drink® products will be sold on site at Lilly Pulitzer stores, as well as at the “Via”
locations. 20 percent of the revenues of the products associated with the campaign will be
donated to charity: water, where 100 percent of the money donated to the charity goes to helping
developing nations obtain clean drinking water.
A blog post will be written and published by Lilly Pulitzer, targeting “Ladies Who
Lunch.” This demographic reads blogs more often, building the consumer-brand relationship
when content is posted that appeals to them and that they can relate to. The blog will also lay out
how the money raised will translate into cleaner water, with regular updates as to how the
campaign is progressing. Transparency is important in all aspects of the Dress Up Your
Drink® campaign, and the blog will be a focal point for up-to-date information.
A Twitter page for the Dress Up Your Drink® campaign will be run by the campaign team
and will provide content, 2-3 times a day. This will appeal to the younger demographic and will
provide a forum for conversation by enabling a two-way conversation between the audience and
the brand. For example, the consumers of the brand will be able to have their questions
answered, and will be able to interact with the campaign directly.
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A Frequently Asked Questions page (FAQ), along with a media kit will be sent to
shareholders, media, and will also be made available online. The objective of these items is to
create deeper transparency and to instill a feeling of intimacy with the campaign. It will allow
consumers, and potential consumers, inform themselves and stay in touch with the campaign in
its entirety.

Statement of Benefits
The primary beneficiary will be charity: water, as they will be receiving 20 percent of the
money raised for furthering its goal of purifying water in developing nations. Lilly Pulitzer will
also benefit from the campaign by raising awareness as a brand that cares about the environment,
as well as being people-friendly, while decreasing the negative stereotypes of the people who
buy Lilly Pulitzer® products. Finally, Oxford Industries will benefit both in profitability, as well
as in name recognition, worldwide. As corporate social responsibility begins to become a more
practiced program by corporations, those that have already had one implemented will be in the
forefront of the competition.
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Appendix II: Survey #2
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Appendix III: Graphic Print
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Appendix IV: Dress Up Your Drink® products
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Appendix V: Lilly Pulitzer® Blog Post
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Appendix VI: Lilly Pulitzer® Twitter page
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Appendix VII: Press Release
NOTE: Format of press release copied from that of Oxford Industries to provide authenticity
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Oxford Industries Announces Partnership with Charity: water in New CSR Campaign
ATLANTA, Nov. 19, 2013 (GLOBAL NEWSWIRE) – Oxford Industries, Inc. (NYSE:OXM)
today announced the Company will be partnering with nationally recognized charity, charity:
water, as a part of its new corporate social responsibility campaign through its subsidiary,
Lilly Pulitzer®.
The Dress Up Your Drink® campaign will feature a new array of merchandise and products,
all sporting the campaign’s “water-themed” design. A percentage of all products purchased
with the Dress Up Your Drink® design will be donated to charity: water’s recently-launched
campaign to purify water in Cambodia.
Charity: water is a non-profit organization that uses 100 percent of the public donations it
receives to fund projects that bring clean and safe drinking water to developing nations.
“Our partnership with charity: water is beneficial to our many constituents because of the
organization’s transparent business model,” Oxford Industries spokesperson James Hong
said. “With corporate social responsibility programs comes speculations from consumers.
Charity: water clearly indicates where our donations will be going, while also mapping the
actual impact it has to the families in Cambodia.
“We are excited to continue our efforts to make the world around us a better place for
everyone,” Hong said. “Through our partnership with charity: water, we hope to extend our
helping hand beyond just our immediate surroundings, and to those abroad.”
About Oxford
Oxford Industries, Inc. is a global apparel company which designs, sources, markets and
distributes products bearing the trademarks of its owned and licensed brands through direct
to consumer and wholesale channels of distribution. Oxford's brands include Tommy
Bahama®, Lilly Pulitzer®, Ben Sherman , Oxford Golf , Arnold Brant® and Billy London®.
The Company operates retail stores, internet Web sites and restaurants. The Company also
has license arrangements with select third parties to produce and sell certain product
categories under its Tommy Bahama®, Lilly Pulitzer® and Ben Sherman® brands. The
Company holds exclusive licenses to produce and sell certain product categories under the
Kenneth Cole , Geoffrey Beene®, Dockers and Ike Behar® labels. Oxford's wholesale
customers include department stores, specialty stores, national chains, specialty catalogs
and Internet retailers. Oxford's stock has traded on the New York Stock Exchange since
1964 under the symbol OXM. For more information, please visit Oxford's Web site
at www.oxfordinc.com.
®

®

®

®
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CONTACT:

James J. Hong
Telephone: (703) 638-5825
Fax: (404) 653-1546
Email: jamesh@oxfordinc.com
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Appendix VIII: Budget Proposal

Dress Up Your Drink® Campaign Budget Proposal - 1Q
Line Item

Cost

Products
Social Media
Traditional Media
In-store
Misc. Funds
TOTAL:

$
$
$
$
$
$

40,571.40
500.00
300.00
2,600.00
3,029.00
47,000.40

Products
Line Item

Quantity

Cost
Acrylic Cups
2,400 $
8,088.00
2,400 acrylic cups with the Dress Up Your Drink® design - to be sold at James Madison
University
Scarf
2,400 $ 11,400.00
2,400 scarves with the Dress Up Your Drink® design - to be sold at James Madison
University
Wallet/Card holder
2,400 $ 19,080.00
2,400 wallet/card holders with the Dress Up Your Drink® design - to be sold at James
Madison University

Social Media
Line Item

Cost
Facebook
$
500.00
To be used to "promote" posts through the campaign's Facebook
Twitter
$
No budget required - handled internally
Blog
$
No budget required - handled internally

Traditional Media
Line Item
Lilly Pulizter® catalog advertisements
No budget required - handled internally
Press Release
No budget required - handled internally
FAQ page/Media Kit
No budget required - handled internally

Cost
$

-

$

-

$

-

In-store
Line Item
Banners

$

Cost
2,000.00
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Promotional banners to be used as in-store advertising
Posters
$
Promotional posters to be used as in-store advertising

600.00

Misc. Funds
Potential Line Items
Travel to James Madison University

$

2,000.00

Additional banners, in-store promotional items

$

1,029.00

*estimates provided by Crestline
**estimates provided by Global Printing
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Appendix IX: Media Kit
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Appendix X: Presentation PowerPoint Slides
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